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ABSTRACT 

 
 Currently many airborne platforms (missiles, targets, and projectiles) contain 
multiple instrumentation systems to cover the functions of GPS and either telemetry, 
beacon tracking and/or flight termination.  Most of these platforms are not very large, so 
mounting of various antennas to support these functions are physically close to each 
other.  As a result, unwanted interference (in the form of RF coupling between them) is 
unavoidable.  This paper will discuss the design considerations involved to minimize this 
interference as well as some lessons learned with its implementation. 
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BACKGROUND 
 
 Most military airborne vehicles; .whether they are missiles, fighter jet, target 
drones, or airplane pods; have multiple instrumentation systems installed in them.  One 
of these systems can consist of Global Positioning Systems (GPS) for navigation; Time, 
Space, Position, Information (TSPI); or End Game Scoring.  It can be a Telemetry 
System which sends performance data (e.g. video, temperature or vibration levels); or a 
Flight Termination System which would provide safety of flight.  Due to the close 
proximity of these systems (mainly the transmit and receive antennas) there are issues 
with electromagnetic interference between them.  It is very common for RF energy to be 
coupled from one antenna system to another.  This interference can be minimized by 
locating them physically far apart.  However this is not possible for missile applications, 
where the antenna systems may only be separated by fractions of an inch.  This paper 
will provide one solution in minimizing the interference between GPS and telemetry 
systems. 
 
 

NECESSARY STEPS 
 

 First of all, the minimum input power (Pmin) to the GPS Receiver in order not to 
cause interference needs to be determined.  The information for this calculation can be 
found within the GPS Receiver’s manufacturer’s specification sheets.  There are only 
two items required:  1). The minimum RF input power level needed for acquisition (in 
units of dBm); and 2). The minimum input GPS signal level (in units of dB-Hz) of the 



receiver required to acquire the GPS satellite signals.  Once these values have been 
determined, Pmin can be calculated as follows: 
 
 Pmin = Min. acq. pwr. level - Min. acq. signal required  -  Margin Eq. (1) 
 
It should be noted the margin is defined as an excessive margin to insure operation.  It 
is usually set at 10 dB.   
 
 Now that the GPS minimum sensitivity (Pmin) has been determined, a scheme 
needs to be developed to attenuate all incoming signals below that level.  This requires, 
with the help of test equipment, measurement of the transmitter and antenna properties.  
Below is the equation used to achieve this minimum sensitivity value: 
 
 Pmin = GPS AN – Antenna Isolation  -  Filter Attenuation  Eq. (2) 
 
The first term is defined as the worse case GPS Additive Noise (AN) output by the 
transmitter in the GPS frequency range.  A discussion of this term is detailed later in this 
paper.  The second term is the isolation (or sometimes call RF Coupling) between the 
two antenna systems.  This value can be measured with the use of a Network Analyzer 
connected to both input ports of each antenna system.  The last term is the amount of 
attenuation needed to achieve the GPS minimum sensitivity once the GPS AN and 
antenna isolation has been measured.  The easiest way to accomplish this attenuation 
is by the design of a Bandstop Filter to attenuate the transmitter spurious emissions in 
the GPS frequency range. 
 
 

GPS ADDITIVE NOISE 
 

GPS Additive Noise can be defined as the amount of out-of-band RF signal 
power outputted by the telemetry transmitter in the L1, GPS frequency range.  Figure 1, 
is the Test Setup used to perform the GPS Additive Noise measurement.  The 
attenuators and amplifier are used to maintain a constant input power level to the 
Spectrum Analyzer.   

 

 
Figure 1:  GPS Additive Noise Test Setup 



Figure 2 shows sample Spectrum Analyzer displays (from the Test Setup in Figure 1) of 
two different transmitters set with the following parameters: 

 
Modulation- SO-QPSK 
Bit Rate- 12 Mbps 
Frequency- 2210.5 MHz 
  

Similar measurements were taken throughout the entire Lower S-Band frequency range 
(2200 MHz to 2290 MHz) in 10 MHz steps.  
  

 
Figure 2:  Spectrum Analyzer Displays 

 
In addition, measurements were repeated using PCM/FM Modulation as well.  Figure 3 
is a graph of these test results which have been normalized for frequency (dBm/Hz).  It 
can be seen from these graphs the GPS Additive Noise has a maximum value of less 
than 125.0 dBm/Hz. 
 

 
Figure 3:  GPS Additive Noise Test Results 

 
 



EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS 
 

 The specification sheets from a typical GPS Receiver, and a margin of 10 dB, 
show the following: 
 
 Minimum acquisition power level        =  -137 dBm 
 
 Minimum acquisition signal required  =  35 dB-Hz 
 
Using these values and equation (1), the GPS Minimum Sensitivity (Pmin) is  -182 dBm. 
 
 Next, taking the GPS Additive Noise value from Figure 3 (-125 dB/Hz) and a 
nominal value of 25 dB for the coupling between antenna systems, from Equation (2) 
the amount of additional attenuation required on the output of the transmitter needed to 
filter out the spurious emissions in the GPS frequency range is 32 dB.  This can easily 
be accomplished with the design of a Bandstop Filter centered around the GPS 
frequency range. 

 
 

FINAL CONFIGURATION 
 

Figure 4 shows the final configuration for the telemetry and GPS systems.  The 
purpose of the two filters is totally opposite from each one another.  The GPS Bandstop 
Filter, installed between the transmitter and antenna, sole purpose is to eliminate the 
spurious transmitter emissions in the GPS frequency band.  Conversely, the filter 
usually associated in the Filter/Limiter/Amplifier (FLA) assembly, is a GPS Bandpass 
Filter used to filter all out of band signals (mainly the telemetry signal from the 
transmitter).  The specific design parameters of the FLA are beyond the scope of this 
paper and would have to be covered in a subsequent one. 
 

 
 

Figure 4:  Final Configuration 



SUMMARY  
 

All instrumentation system designers should use the process detailed in the 
paper in order to prevent unwanted interference between GPS and Telemetry systems.  
All that is required would be the GPS Receiver specification information, and the 
measurement data from the transmitter (GPS Additive Noise) and the coupling between 
antenna systems.  Once all of this information has been ascertained, a GPS Bandstop 
Filter can be designed/purchased to ensure interference will not occur. 
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